The Letter Hhets
* Some of the info is from ‘Ancient Hebrew Lexicon of the Bible’ by Jeff A Benner.

Explanation
Summary
Name: Hhets
Pronunciation: ch as in Bach
Picture: Picture of a tent wall
Meaning: Protection, Divide, Half, Outside
Numerical Value: 8
The eight letter of the Ancient Hebrew Alphabet is Hhets, and in Modern Hebrew it is
called - Hhet. The Hebrew word Hhet means Fear and the word Hhets means Wall. Thus
we can conclude that the original name of the letter would more likely have been Hhets
rather than Hhet.

The picture represents a tent wall. A wall separates the outside from the inside, it
protects the occupants from the elements outside and walls are used to divide and half
houses into certain areas.
Hhets is spelled with a Hhets + Tsad. This Hebrew word means divide, wall but can also
mean arrow, as an arrow divides the flesh.
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THE LETTER HHET

Different forms of the letter Hhets:

The middle script was the origin of the Greek and Roman H and it also became the number
8.
An example of a word that begins with the letter Hhets:
Chai [Ch-ay] = Live/Life
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The numerical value of Hhets
*Some of the content is from the book ‘The ultimate guide to understanding the dreams you dream’ by Ira Milligan.

The numerical value of the letter Hhet is 8.
8 is mostly considered to refer to a new beginning. This is true but new beginning is more
of an applied meaning.
The root meaning of the number 8 is to put off.
Circumcision is supposed to happen on the 8th day after birth (Gen17v12). Paul explains the
meaning of circumcision in Col 2v11 “In whom also ye are circumcised with the circumcision
made without hands, in putting off the body of sins of the flesh by the circumcision of
Messiah.”
A baby is not really making a ‘new beginning’ on the eight day, but it symbolizes the
covering of his flesh being put off.
This view is also confirmed in Ex 22v30 where we see that YHUH allows the newborn
offspring of sheep and oxen to stay with their mothers for seven days... on the eight day
they are to be sacrificed.
So 8 can also mean new beginning. If we put off the old man on the eight-day, we start a
new beginning as one who walks in covenant with YHUH.
The last feast of the year is Sukkot, which lasts 8 days. Sukkot will be fulfilled when
Messiah comes to dwell with us permanently. So it symbolizes the old earth being put off
ánd the new beginning of the new millennium.
The number 40 is usually associated with the Bride and trials and testing. 40 Actually
stands for acceptable. So it is definitely a number that can be associated with the Bride,
because she needs to be pure and acceptable for the Messiah.
40 = 5 (Grace/Serve) x 8 (put off/new beginning) = those who have completely put off
their old man (sin) through grace will be found acceptable.
How does it connect with the letter Hhet? If we think again of the example of the
circumcision, then one can say that the flesh is divided and that you choose to divide your
sin nature from your spiritual man.

